
Nationwide*
is on your side

Guaranteed Minimum Interest Rate Change: Options Form

Plan Name: PANOLA COUNTY

Entity Number: 0025281001

Please select only one of the options below, sign the bottom of this page, and

return both this Options Form and any required documents by 2/1/2019.

] Option One: Crediting Rate

^ Return Signed Options Form

r Return Signed Amendment
OPTION 1

] Option Two: Increased Participant Level Exchange and Transfer Limit

r Return Signed Options Form

^ Return Signed Amendment
Or

OPTION 2

Please Note: if you do not take action, you are electing to place those participant

allocations in the most conservative investment option in the plan's corefund line up.

The participants will be notified of the change so that they may have the opportunity

to change their allocation.

REQUIRED

DOCUMENTS
The signed documents can be returned to Nationwide in one of three ways:

•  Return in the provided envelope

•  Scan and email to NRSFORU(S)nationwide.com

•  Fax directly to 1-877-677-4329

For information about each option, please refer to the Guaranteed Minimum

Interest Rate Change: Explanation of Options.
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Plan Sponsor Signature Date

By signing above, I certify that I have the authority to act on behalf of the Plan and that I have fully reviewed the

information provided to me. The unregistered group variable and fixed annuity is issued by, and any guarantees
are subject to the cloims-paying ability of. Nationwide Life Insurance Company, Columbus, OH.

Nationwide, the Nationwide N and Eagle and Nationwide is on your side are service marks of Nationwide Mutual
Insurance Company. © 2018 Nationwide.

PNM-17094AO (05/18)
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Guaranteed Minimum Interest Rate Change: Explanation of Options

Please consider your available options before making a selection on the Guaranteed Minimum Interest Rate

Change: Options Form (the Options Form). The Options Form and required documents can be found in the enclosed

folder.

1) Option One

Your contract is amended to lower the Guaranteed Minimum Interest rate annually on the following schedule;

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

3.5% 3.0% 2.5% 2.0% 1.0%

The contract's quarterly Crediting Rate^ will continue to be set based on Nationwide's normal business practices

and may vary depending on market conditions and investment performance.

2) Option Two

The contract is amended to lower the Guaranteed Minimum Interest Rate annually on the same schedule shown in

Option One. Additionally, the per participant exchange and transfer limit is also increased from 20% to 40%.

The contract's quarterly Crediting Rate will continue to be set based on Nationwide's normal business practices and

may vary depending on market conditions and investment performance. However, because of the increased

exchange and transfer limit, the Crediting Rate under this option will be less than under Option One. At the time of

this letter, this difference is 0.1% annually, but the variance is not guaranteed to remain at this level.

3) Option Three (Default Option)

The existing balance in your current Fixed Contract will maintain the current GMIR for these existing balances only,

unless otherwise agreed to by Nationwide and the Plan Sponsor. New contributions wili no longer be accepted to

your current Fixed contract. This includes, but is not limited to, payroll contributions, rollovers, transfers and

exchanges. This change will be effective 2/1/2019.

Accordingly, you will need to provide direction for your participants' future allocations to replace their current Fixed

allocation. Two options are available. If this option is chosen, you will also need to select a sub-option;

A. Continue to offer Nationwide Fixed Contract. An application for a new Fixed contract is enclosed. This contract

will be established with an initial Crediting Rate of 1.2% and a 1.0% GMIR.

Utilize the Plan's existing Default Investment Alternative (DIA). If the Participant does not elect a new

investment to replace the Fixed option, it will be treated as if no investment direction has been given and the

Default Investment Alternative will be used for future contributions. Your plan's current fund lineup can be

viewed online at www.nrsforu.com.

B.

Please Note: if you do not take action, you are electing to place those participant allocations in your existing DIA.

The participants will be notified of the change so that they may have the opportunity to change their allocation.

'The Crediting Rate is the interest rate credited as an annual effective yield.
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Dear SUE PARKER,

RE: PANOLA COUNTY

Nationwide is proud to partner with the National Association of Counties and state associations of

counties to provide county employees with a 457(b) Deferred Compensation Program. Our goal is to

help America's workers prepare for and live in retirement.

One of the ways we work to achieve this goal is by periodically evaluating our suite of products, tools

and resources. These evaluations lead to adjustments which allow for the continued delivery of an On

Your Side‘s service experience to you and your participants.

We've recognized a need to change the Guaranteed Minimum Interest Rate of the fixed annuity

contract available in your plan. As a contract holder, you have options. The following packet includes all

the steps required to make the necessary changes to your plan.

Next Steps

As part of this change, we are asking you to consider the options outlined in the Guaranteed Minimum

Interest Rate Change: Explanation of Options and take the associated actions by 2/1/2019. As Plan

Sponsor, you have a responsibility to make decisions on behalf of the Plan regarding products and

features available to your Plan participants.

Please take time to review the options and sign and return the required documents to Nationwide. If

you do not select one of the options provided, new contributions will no longer be accepted to your

current Fixed contract. This includes, but is not limited to, payroll contributions, rollovers, transfers and

exchanges.

Questions?

Refer to the enclosed FAQ for more information. If you have additional questions about this change or

the options available for the adjustment, please contact our service center at 877-496-1630 or your local

Nationwide Retirement Solutions Representative. Our specialists are available Monday through Friday,
8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Eastern time.

Thank you foryour partnership as we mutually work to help your participants prepare for and live in

retirement.

Sincerely,

Nationwide Retirement Solutions Matthew D. Chase

Executive Director

National Association of Counties

Nationwide Retirement Solutions and Nationwide Life Insurance Company (collectively 'Nationwide') have endorsement relationships with the

National Association of Counties. More information about the endorsement relationships may be found online at www.nrsforu.com. Nationwide,

the Nationwide N and Eagle and Nationwide is on your side are service marks of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company. © 2018 Nationwide.

NRM-17216AO-NX (10/18)
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FAQ; Guaranteed Minimum Interest Rate

What is changing?

We're adjusting the GMIR to ensure we can continue offering current and future participants valuable

retirement plan solutions. Accordingly, Nationwide must align with the market and gradually reduce the GMIR

in our fixed annuity contracts.

Why is Nationwide making this change now?

As we survey the retirement plans market, we've recognized a need to change a feature of our product suite—

the Guaranteed Minimum Interest Rate (GMIR) of the fixed annuity contract available in your plan. Over the

past five years, many providers have lowered their GMIRs. During that time, Nationwide did not take any
action; however, interest rates have only increased modestly, creating an interest rate environment in which

we can no longer offer an above-market rate.

For the last several years, the industry has operated in a consistently low interest rate environment, which has

directly impacted the investment returns available in the market. During this time. Nationwide has continued

to provide an above-market rate to participants invested in our fixed contract, but now recognizes the need to

adjust the GMIR.

What is a Crediting Rate?

The Crediting Rate is the interest rate credited as an annual effective yield to participants that are invested in
the fixed annuity on a daily basis. The Crediting Rate is determined on a quarterly basis by Nationwide and is
different than the GMIR.

What is a Guaranteed Minimum Interest Rate?

The Guaranteed Minimum Interest Rate is the lowest Crediting Rate that Nationwide will credit to participant
accounts under the terms of the contract.

What is the difference between a Crediting Rate and a GMIR?

While the quarterly Crediting Rate may vary depending on market conditions and investment performance, the
GMIR is the minimum interest rate established underthe Contract. It is meant to act as a floor, meaning
regardless of market conditions or investment performance, participants with assets invested in the Contract

will not receive a rate of return less than the GMIR.
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What happens when the crediting rate wants to drop below the GMIR but is limited by the guarantee?

Nationwide's goal is to pay a competitive crediting rate to participants. Reducing the Guaranteed Minimum
Interest Rate may not have a direct impact on the crediting rate that is paid to the participant. Even though
Nationwide will annually step down the Guaranteed Minimum Interest Rate to 1.0%, the crediting rate may
change quarterly. And while it may be reduced occasionally due to market conditions or investment

performance, it will never drop below the Guaranteed Minimum Interest Rate. See the graphic below:

3.50%

Crediting
Rate

3.00%

2.50%

2.00%

Guaranteed Minimum Interest Role

0%

What can I expect from Nationwide?

You can expect Nationwide to continue to offer a competitive crediting rate to your participants. Our

goal is to help America's workers prepare for and live in retirement and we will help do this through the
products and services that we offer. Nationwide can also provide materials and tools to help

communicate this change to affected participants upon request.

The following applies to Options 1 or 2 only:

When will the change to the GMIR be effective for Options 1 and 2?

This adjustment will begin in the first quarter of 2019, meaning participants with assets invested

in the fixed annuity contract will still receive their current GMIR throughout 2018. Additionally,
the GMIR will step down over a period of five years, giving participants ample time to evaluate

future asset allocation decisions. Please refer to the Guaranteed Minimum Interest Rate

Amendment; Option Sheet for an illustration of the schedule.

What is the schedule of the GMIR step down?

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

3.5% 3.0% 2.5% 2.0% 1.0%

Please note; reducing the GMIR may not have a direct impact on the crediting rate that is paid

to the participant. Even though Nationwide will gradually step down the GMIR to 1.0%, the

crediting rate may change quarterly. And while it may be reduced occasionally due to market

conditions or investment performance, it will never drop below the GMIR.

What is the exchange and transfer limit under Option 2? (note: appropriate language will

populate for the plan)

The percentage of the participant's assets invested in the contract which can be exchanged or
transferred out of the contract per year. If the limit is exceeded, no further exchanges or

transfers will be permitted until the following year.
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NATIONWIDE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

ONE NATIONWIDE PLAZA

COLUMBUS, OHIO 43215

Amendment

to

Group Flexible Purchase Payment Deferred Fixed Annuity Contract

General Information Regarding this Amendment

This amendment is made a part of the Group Flexible Purchase Payment Deferred Fixed Annuity Contract
(“the Contract”) to which it is attached. Non-defmed terms shall have the meaning given to them in the
Contract.

WHEREAS, the above-referenced group annuity contract was issued to the Contract Owner for the benefit
of the Participants and their Beneficiaries in the Contract Owner’s Plan by Nationwide Life Insurance
Company ("Nationwide"); and

WHEREAS, Nationwide and the Contract Owner wish to modify this Contract pursuant to the Alteration or
Modification section of the Contract,

NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant to the agreement of Nationwide and the Contract Owner, the Contract is
hereby modified as follows:

DEFINITIONS1.

The following definitions are hereby deleted from the contract in their entirety and replaced with
the following:

Annual Guaranteed Interest Rate - The minimum guaranteed interest rate applied to the
Fixed Account for a calendar year. Nationwide determines this rate at its sole discretion.

Quarterly Guaranteed Interest Rate - The minimum guaranteed interest rate applied to the
Fixed Account for a calendar quarter. This rate may be equal to or greater than the applicable
Annual Guaranteed Interest Rate. Nationwide determines this rate at its sole discretion.

Guaranteed Minimum Interest Rate - A minimum interest rate established under the

Contract. All rates under the Contract are guaranteed to be at least as great as the Guaranteed
Minimum Interest Rate.

CONTRACT EXPENSES2.

The “CONTRACT EXPENSES” section of the Contract is hereby deleted in its entirety and
replaced with the following:

CONTRACT EXPENSES

Nationwide is authorized to deduct the applicable charges described herein. The contract
charges described herein are deducted from Participant Accounts.

(Texas) (12/2010)NRD-0102TX



Contract Maintenance Charge

Nationwide may deduct a Contract Maintenance Charge. The Contract Maintenance Charge
is a flat dollar fee deducted from the Contract Value. If this charge is deducted by
Nationwide, the amount and frequency is stated on the Contract Specifications Page. Unless
otherwise agreed to by Nationwide in writing, the Contract Owner will determine how this
charge is to be allocated and deducted from Participant Accounts.

Participant Account Charge

Nationwide may deduct a Participant Account Charge from each Participant Account. The
Participant Account Charge is a flat-dollar fee. If this charge is deducted by Nationwide the
amount and frequency is stated on the Contract Specifications Page.

Plan Expenses and Additional Service Charges

The Contract Owner may elect to have expenses associated with the Plan or fees associated
with additional services provided to Participants deducted from the Contract Value. If any
charges associated with such Plan expenses or additional services are deducted from the
Contract Value, Nationwide and the Contract Owner will agree in writing, and in advance, to
the amount of charges associated with the Plan expenses or additional services to be deducted
and how these deductions will be apportioned among the Participant Accounts.

Additional Expense Charges

If the Contract Owner requests Nationwide to perform additional services related to the
Contract, but not specifically described herein, then Nationwide may deduct charges for such
services from the Contract Value. Nationwide and the Contract Owner will agree in writing,
and in advance, to the amount of charges associated with the additional services described
herein and how these deductions will be apportioned among the Participant Accounts.

3. INTEREST CREDITING UNDER THE CONTRACT

The INTEREST CREDITING UNDER THE CONTRACT section of the Contract is hereby
deleted in its entirety and replaced with the following:

INTEREST CREDITING UNDER THE CONTRACT

The Contract provides an Annual Guaranteed Interest Rate and a Quarterly Guaranteed
Interest Rate. The Contract also provides a Guaranteed Minimum Interest Rate which is listed
on the Contract Specifications Page. Nationwide credits interest to the Contract at these rates
that it prospectively declares. At no time will there be an interest rate declared that is lower
than the Guaranteed Minimum Interest Rate. Interest rates are determined at the sole

discretion of Nationwide, and Nationwide reserves the right to modify the Guaranteed
Minimum Interest Rate upon notice to the Contract Owner in accordance with the Alteration
and Modification section of the Contract. Nationwide declares all of its rates as annual

effective yields. Nationwide reserves the right to discontinue accepting additional Purchase
Payments and Transfers and Exchanges to the Contract at any time.

Contract guarantees are supported by the general account of Nationwide and are not insured
by the FDIC, NCUSIF or any other agency of the Federal government. The Contract is non
participating and will not share in any surplus of Nationwide.

NRD-0102TX 2 (Texas) (12/2010)



Guaranteed Interest Rates

No later than the last Business Day of a calendar year, Nationwide declares the Annual
Guaranteed Interest Rate for the Contract for the next calendar year. In addition, no later than
the last Business Day of a calendar quarter, Nationwide will declare the Quarterly Guaranteed
Interest Rate, that is calculated on an annualized basis, to be credited for the next calendar

quarter. Notwithstanding the preceding, the Withdrawal Value will be subject to a market
value adjustment described herein due to termination.

Crediting Interest to the Contract

Nationwide interest rates are all declared as annual effective yields. An effective yield takes
into account the effect of interest compounding. Nationwide credits interest to the Contract
Value on each Business Day. Annual effective yields are converted by Nationwide into a
daily interest rate factor. The current Contract Value is calculated by taking the daily interest
rate factor and multiplying it by the previous Business Day’s Contract Value,
interest is credited only on Business Days, interest from multiple non-Business Days (e.g.,
days falling on a weekend or holidays) accumulate and are credited on the next available
Business Day.

Because

Calculating the Contract Value

The Contract Value on any given Business Day is equal to:

total Purchase Payments allocated to the Contract; plus

the daily interest earned; plus

Exchanges or Transfers to the Contract; minus

Exchanges or Transfers out of the Contract; minus

Withdrawals from the Contract; minus

Participant Benefit Payments; minus

any applicable Contract Maintenance Charge, the aggregate Participant Account
Charge, charges associated with plan expenses or additional services, additional
expense charges that are applied to Participant Accounts.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Calculating a Participant Account Value under the Contract

A Participant Account Value on any given Business Day is equal to:

total Participant Contributions allocated to the Contract; plus

the daily interest earned on the Participant’s Account; plus

Exchanges or Transfers to the Contract; minus

Exchanges or Transfers out of the Contract; minus

Withdrawals from the Contract; minus

Participant Benefit Payments; minus

any applicable Contract Maintenance Charge, the aggregate Participant Account
Charge, charges associated with plan expenses or additional services, additional
expense charges that are applied to Participant Accounts.

(I)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

NRD-0102TX 3 (Texas) (12/2010)



4. PURCHASE PAYMENTS

The PURCHASE PAYMENTS section of the Contract is hereby deleted in its entirety and
replaced with the following:

PURCHASE PAYMENTS

Acceptance of Purchase Payments

Purchase Payments, representing Participant Contributions or other Plan contributions on
behalf of Participants to Participant Accounts, will be made directly to Nationwide at the
address listed on the Contract Specifications Page. Nationwide will only accept Purchase
Payments denominated in the currency of the United States of America. Nationwide may
accept Purchase Payments in another manner, such as securities in-kind subject to the
following:

(1) The Contract Owner provides advance notice to Nationwide and any specific
information requested by Nationwide regarding the nature of the Purchase Payment;
and

(2) Nationwide provides its written consent to accept the Purchase Payment.

In addition, Nationwide reserves the right to discontinue accepting additional Purchase
Payments at any time.

Processing of Purchase Payments

Purchase Payments will be applied to the Contract as described on the Contract Specifications
Page. If the allocation of the Purchase Payment is not identified by the Contract Owner
concurrently with Nationwide’s receipt of the Purchase Payment or if the Purchase Payment is
lacking any other supporting information reasonably necessary for Nationwide to process the
Purchase Payment, Nationwide may return the Purchase Payment to the Contract Owner,
without any further liability on the part of Nationwide.

Crediting and Recapture

To the extent permitted by law, Nationwide may in its discretion, credit additional amounts to
the Purchase Payments. Typically, these credits are done at the request of the Contract Owner
and are designed to cover expenses incurred by the Contract Owner upon leaving a previous
investment provider. Nationwide anticipates recouping these expenses over time through
managing of credited interest rates to take into account any additional crediting. In the event
the Contract is terminated prior to recouping the costs associated with providing these credits.
Nationwide will subtract the remaining unrecouped expenses associated with these credits
from the Withdrawal Value.

5. EXCHANGES AND TRANSFERS

The EXCHANGES AND TRANSFERS section of the Contract is hereby deleted in its entirety
and replaced with the following:

Exchanges and Transfers to and from the Fixed Account

Nationwide will generally accept Exchanges and Transfers to the Contract. Nationwide
reserves the right to discontinue accepting Exchanges and Transfers to the Fixed Account at
any time.

NRD-0102TX 4 (Texas) (12/2010)



Exchanges and Transfers out of the Fixed Account are subject to certain limitations. The
Contract Owner elects at the time of application to accept a Participant level Exchange and
Transfer limitation or an aggregate Contract level Exchange and Transfer limitation.
Liquidations of Contract Value via Exchange and Transfer are combined into a single
percentage limitation. The type of limitation and percentage limitation are listed on the
Contract Specifications Page.

Nationwide, in its sole discretion, may agree not to impose any Exchange or Transfer
restrictions. If no such Exchange or Transfer restrictions will be imposed, this will be
reflected on the Contract Specifications Page. In the event that Exchange or Transfer
restrictions are imposed under the Contract, Nationwide may agree to waive any Exchange
and/or Transfer restrictions listed on the Contract Specification Page on Exchanges and
Transfers involving Participants actively utilizing asset allocation models or asset allocation
services available under the Plan.

All Exchange and Transfer limitations are set, or reset, on a calendar year basis. The
permissible Exchange and Transfer amount cannot be rolled from year to year or otherwise
“banked” for utilization in subsequent calendar years.

The Contract Owner may request to change the type of Exchange and Transfer limitation for
the next calendar year if Nationwide receives, in  a form acceptable to Nationwide, the request
by at least ninety (90) days prior to the end of the preceding calendar year.

All Exchanges to and from the Fixed Account are done in conjunction with a Companion
Investment Option. In order for Nationwide to accept Exchanges to or from a Companion
Investment Option, the Contract Owner must identify the Companion Investment Option to
Nationwide in writing and Nationwide must agree to accept Exchanges to or from the
identified Companion Investment Option. Nationwide may discontinue accepting Exchanges
to or from a Companion Investment Option by giving the Contract Owner at least thirty (30)
days advance written notice.

In the event the Contract Owner elects to add a Companion Investment Option to the Plan
with characteristics in structure, investment time horizon, rate setting, or any other
characteristics that could compel on-going Exchanges between the Fixed Account and such
Companion Investment Option, the Contract Owner shall provide Nationwide with notice of
the addition of such a Companion Investment Option to the Plan at least ninety (90) days prior
to the addition of such Companion Investment Option. If such a Companion Investment
Option is added to the Plan, then Nationwide may impose an equity wash that prohibits direct
Exchanges between the Fixed Account and such Companion Investment Option. Nationwide
will notify the Contract Owner in the event an equity wash will be imposed with regard to
Exchanges with a Companion Investment Option and the Fixed Account.

Nationwide processes Transfer requests within seven (7) Business Days of the date the
request is received and accepted by Nationwide from the Contract Owner on behalf of the
Participant, or directly from the Participant if permitted by the Plan. Nationwide may require
Transfer requests to be on a form it provides.

Sixty Month Exchange or Transfer Program

If the Contract Owner has elected a Participant level Exchange and Transfer limitation.
Nationwide may permit Participants to direct the complete liquidation of amounts attributable
to a Participant Account that are allocated to the Fixed Account via a monthly Exchange or
Transfer over a period of sixty (60) months. Nationwide may, in its sole discretion, permit the
Contract Owner, on behalf of a Participant, to direct the complete liquidation of amounts
attributable to a Participant Account that are allocated to the Fixed Account via monthly
Exchange or Transfer over a period of sixty (60) months. Any such sixty (60) month

NRD-0102TX 5 (Texas) (12/2010)



Exchange or Transfer shall be subject to the following.

1) The amount to be Exchanged each month is equal to the value of the Fixed

Account of the Participant Account divided by the number of remaining months
until the 60 month Exchange or Transfer program is completed.

Any additional Participant Contribution, Exchange and/or Transfer to the Fixed
Account of a Participant Account where the 60 month Exchange or Transfer
program is in effect will result in immediate cancellation of any additional
Exchanges or Transfers under this program.

If the Participant level Exchange limitation (whether the percentage limitation or
number of transactions limit) has been met in the calendar year in which the
request to initiate the 60 month Exchange or Transfer program is received,
Nationwide will reject the request. The request may be made again beginning
on the first day of the next calendar year.

The 60 month Exchange or Transfer program is only available for Participant
Account Values of at least $ 1,000.

2)

3)

4)

6. TERMINATION AND WITHDRAWALS

The TERMINATION AND WITHDRAWALS section of the Contract is hereby deleted in its
entirety and replaced with the following;

In the event Nationwide provides annuity payment options to Retired Participants,
notwithstanding anything in the Contract to the contrary, including Contract termination.
Nationwide will retain the assets attributable to Retired Participants that are receiving annuity
payments from Nationwide.

Termination by the Contract Owner

The Contract Owner may terminate the Contract at any time by notifying Nationwide in
writing. Once Nationwide receives the notice to terminate, the Contract will be terminated in
one-hundred and twenty (120) days (“effective date of termination”). Thirty (30) days
following Nationwide’s receipt of the written notification to terminate, Nationwide will no
longer accept any additional Purchase Payments to the Contract, except by mutual agreement
with the Contract Owner. Upon payment of the Withdrawal Value, Nationwide and the
Contract Owner will be relieved of any additional responsibilities under the Contract.

Termination by Nationwide

Nationwide may terminate the Contract at any time by notifying the Contract Owner in
writing. Once the Contract Owner receives the notice to terminate, the Contract will be
terminated in one-hundred and twenty (120) days (“effective date of termination”). Thirty
(30) days following the Contract Owner’s receipt of the written notification to terminate,
Nationwide will no longer accept any additional Purchase Payments to the Contract, except
by mutual agreement with the Contract Owner. Upon payment of the Withdrawal Value,
Nationwide and the Contract Owner will be relieved of any additional responsibilities under
the Contract.

Payment of the Withdrawal Value

At least thirty (30) days prior to the effective date of termination, the Contract Owner must
elect one of the two Withdrawal methods listed below for amounts attributable to the

Contract.

6 (Texas) (12/2010)NRD-0102TX



1} Lump-sum Payment. If the Contract Owner elects to have funds Withdrawn

from the Contract in one-lump sum payment. Nationwide will pay to the
Contract Owner the Withdrawal Value of amounts attributable to the Contract

less a market value adjustment if the present value of amounts attributable to the
Withdrawal are less than the present Contract Value of such amounts. The
market value adjustment is determined by Nationwide at its sole discretion, but
will be done in a manner consistent with making a reasonable approximation of
the present value of assets attributable to the Contract. Nationwide will provide
the Contract Owner the current procedures it uses to determine the market value
adjustment upon request.

2) Sixty (60) Monthly Installments. If the Contract Owner elects to have funds

Withdrawn from the Contract in sixty (60) monthly installments. Nationwide
will begin installment Withdrawals no later than ninety (90) days following the
effective date of termination of the Contract, unless otherwise mutually agreed
by the Contract Owner and Nationwide. The amount of each installment is
determined by the following:

The Contract Value on the date before the installment is Withdrawn;

divided by

the number of remaining installments.

a)

b)

Contract Withdrawals in addition to installment Withdrawals will not be permitted, nor will
any Exchanges or Transfers be permitted.

Recapture of Acquisition Expenses

If Nationwide has provided any additional credits to the initial Purchase Payment that have not
been recouped upon termination. Nationwide will deduct any unrecouped expenses associated with
such credits from the Withdrawal Value.

7. This Amendment is made a part of the Contract to which it is attached. To the extent the terms of
the Contract, which include any previous amendments or endorsements, are contrary or
inconsistent with the terms of this Amendment, this Amendment shall control the Contract

accordingly. Non-defined terms shall have the meaning given to them in the Contract.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this Amendment to be executed this day of
rTftvyW-tKir'j . 201*1 ■

APPROVED;

CONTRACT OWNER: NATIONWIDE LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANY:

By:
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